


For example:

prawn

sauce

sport

Last week, we started to look at words that have an /or/ 
sound within them. An /or/ sound can be made in a variety 

of ways including using ‘or’, ‘au’ and ‘aw’.

This week, we are going to concentrate on trickier words containing /or/ 
spelt using ‘au’.



Spelling



Remember: 
the /or/ sound doesn’t 

always have to be at the 
beginning of the word!

In the next two minutes, work with a partner and a 
dictionary to see how many /or/ words spelt with ‘au’ that 

you can find?

Start



Did you think of any of these words?

Which /or/ spelt with ‘au’ words have you thought of?

August

sauce

pause

cause

restaurant

astronaut

applaud

launch

author

fraud



We are going to play Mystery Squares. 
Get your whiteboards at the ready! How many points can you collect?

Use ‘author’ in a past 
tense sentence.

Use any of the /or/ 
spelt ‘au’ words 

in a sentence that 
uses a plural 

possessive apostrophe.

Make three smaller 
words using the 

letters from 
‘astronaut’.

Use the word ‘cause’ 
in a sentence that 

also contains a 
modal verb.

Write two sentences 
using ‘cause’; one 

using it as a verb and 
one where it is used 

as a noun.

Use the word ‘August’ 
in a sentence that 

starts with a 
conjunction.

Write a dictionary 
definition for the 

word ‘fraud’.

Write two synonyms 
(words that mean the 

same) for ‘pause’.

Write a direct speech 
sentence that uses the 

word ‘sauce’.

Use the word 
‘applaud’ in a 

sentence that starts 
with a conjunction.

Use the word ‘launch’ 
in a sentence with a 
fronted adverbial.

Use the word 
‘restaurant’ in a 

sentence that contains 
a relative clause.

? ? ? ?
? ? ? ?
? ? ? ?

1
point

20
points

5
points

10
points

15
points

7
points

2
points

4
points

3
points

9
points

6
points

8
points



Here are your spelling words for this week.



Spelling Activities 

Activity 1
Use the handwriting sheet to practise each word. Make sure you 
use your joined up handwriting.

Activity 2
Complete the spelling wordsearch. If you don’t have a printer, 
make your own wordsearch using the words from the list

Activity 3
Complete the spelling puzzle.

Activity 4
Ask someone to test you on the spelling words. Make sure you 
write a sentence for each one. What was your score?


